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ABSTRACT: Pigeon is a Web-based tool that translates a
textual description of a synthetic biology design into an image.
It allows programmatic generation of design visualizations, is
easy to learn, is easily extensible to new glyphs and notation,
and can be connected to other software tools for visualizing
their output. We present the Pigeon syntax, its current
command set, and some examples of Pigeon programs and
their output.
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■ MOTIVATION
As synthetic biology matures, it will need software tools to
manage information complexity. Modeling and assembly tools
apart, there is also a need for tools for communicating designs
among synthetic biologists. Visual languages, syntax and
semantics governing visual signs and their relationships, have
proven to be useful in describing complex designs in many
engineering disciplines. A visual sign system is especially useful
in synthetic biology because it enables more effective
communication and querying of sequence properties important
to design and debugging such as adjacency, orientation, order,
contiguity, and repetition, than nonvisual descriptions. A de
facto visual sign system exists in synthetic biology and is heavily
used for manually prototyping designs, and in describing their
final form in publication. Such manual methods of visual
description, however, are cumbersome, often incomplete or
ambiguous, unscalable to larger designs and their many variants,
variable across design communities, computer incomprehen-
sible, and are inevitably repeated with generic illustration tools.
To alleviate some of these shortcomings, we present a design
visualization tool for synthetic biology called Pigeon.

■ WHAT IS PIGEON?
Pigeon is a software tool that generates a visualization of a
synthetic biology design from its textual description. It is
available for use in a Web browser: a designer enters a textual
description of the design as per Pigeon’s syntax into a text box
and submits it to the Pigeon server, and the server responds
with a visualization of the design. Pigeon is accessible at the
following URL: http://pigeoncad.org. The Pigeon design syntax
allows for two types of specification: the glyphs in the design
and the relationships among them, in that order. The glyphs in
the design are specified by a sequence of lines of text of the
form ⟨command⟩ ⟨label⟩ ⟨color⟩ nl, wherein only the first
element is mandatory.
Commands. The current command set comprises the

following commands: p, r, c, t, s, o, d, >, <, -, ., space, and |. In
addition, the glyphs corresponding to p, r, c, and t can be

inverted by prepending them with < like <p, <r, etc. The glyphs
that some of these commands translate to can be seen from the
examples in Figure 1 and Table 1. For example, the p command
translates to a right-turn arrow glyph, the t command to a T
glyph, and the > command to a right-pointing triangle glyph. A
complete list is available on the Pigeon Web page. Pigeon uses
glyphs commonly used by synthetic biologists and some from
the SBOL compendium.1

Labels and Colors. A valid label is any string of characters
from the alphabet {a, ..., z, A, ..., Z, 0, ..., 9, -, ., space}. Pigeon
places the label near the glyph to allow annotating individual
glyphs with text. The color is a positive integer between 1 and
14 representing one of a fixed set of colors. Pigeon currently
supports a palette of 14 colors, 12 of which are suggested to be
optimal for use with each other.2 (We add black as a default
color when the user leaves color unspecified, and the use of
gray and black to allow the production of black-and-white
visualizations.) The seven supported hues are blue, green, red,
orange, purple, yellow, and black in that order. Odd numbered
colors are lighter variants of the even numbered colors.11

Thus, c tetR 6 is an example of a valid glyph specification line
in a design. Here, c is the command, tetR is an arbitrary label
chosen by the user, and six is the color (dark red) chosen by
the user for the glyph produced by the command c. A valid
Pigeon specification line requires only the command to be
present; the label and color are optional. When they are not
specified, no label is produced, and the glyphs are colored black.
If such a line is appended with the bigram nl, an abbreviation
for “no label,” then Pigeon will produce the glyph but without
the label.

Relationships. Pigeon can also visualize relationships among
glyphs using arcs. The arc specification follows the glyph
specification and its beginning is marked with the line # Arcs.
Pigeon supports two types of arcs: pointed and barred. The
source and destination of each arc is specified using the labels
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of the glyphs given in the glyph specification. An arc line takes
one of two forms: ⟨source glyph name⟩ ⟨arc type⟩ ⟨destination
glyph name⟩, or ⟨source glyph name⟩ ⟨arc type⟩ ⟨source glyph
name-destination glyph name⟩. Currently, source glyphs must be
those specified by the c command, and destination glyphs must
be those specified by the p command. The arc type must be ind
or rep.
For example, if c TetR 6 and p pTet 6 are two lines in the

glyph specification, then the line TetR rep pTet will draw a
barred arc from any c glyph named TetR to any p glyph named
pTet. Further, the line aTc rep TetR-pTet will draw a barred
arc between the label aTc and the arc drawn in the previous
example.

■ WHY PIGEON?
Pigeon is designed to be a tool for rapidly and systematically
visualizing large sets of designs. It is implemented as a Web tool
to free the user from managing multiple installations, software
dependencies, and upgrades. It is intended to be quickly learnt
by users with no prior programming experience, used without
downloading software, and to be easily integrated with other
software tools. We have integrated Pigeon with several tools
within the Clotho3 framework and used it for visualizing
hundreds of designs in ongoing work with the Voigt Lab

(MIT). Many scripting languages allow ways to interact with
Web tools like Pigeon: we provide a Perl/wget script on the
Pigeon Web page to illustrate how this could be done. Its
current syntax and vocabulary appear to be sufficient for a
number of common visualization needs, according to current
user feedback. Six users, including three biologists, and six
developers in our lab have learned Pigeon syntax and
incorporated it into their tools or workflows. Pigeon is built
with free software tools and interoperable standards, and it can
incorporate new commands, support multiple glyph sets and
styles, and more complex layout and visualization algorithms
easily. Since Pigeon is an abstract translator of programs to
images, it can include, but is not restricted to, any biological
standards, such as SBOL. If standardized, a language like the
one used in Pigeon specifications could be used for visualizing
designs within other software tools, Web pages, or repositories
via embedded plugins or Web services. Existing synthetic
biology tools like TinkerCell,4 Spectacles,3 DeviceEditor,5

GenoCAD,6 and others do contain methods for visualizing
designs. However, they are not designed specifically for
visualization of designs and, with the exception of TinkerCell,
do not appear to address all of the visualization goals of Pigeon
such as support for multiple glyph sets; an easily learnt, parsed,
and satisfied syntax; unconstrained programmatic generation of

Figure 1. Examples of design visualizations produced by Pigeon from the programs in Table 1.
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images; and easy accessibility via the Web. Through its “glyph
themes”,7 TinkerCell supports most of the visualization goals
but is not Web-accessible.

■ EXTENDING PIGEON
Pigeon was concieved as a tool for quickly rendering designs
proposed during design prototyping by scientists and by other
software tools. Though Pigeon enables the visualization of many

common classes of designs, it does not comprehensively allow
the expression of all concievable synthetic biology designs.
Pigeon lacks the commands and glyphs for representing many of
the objects and relationships present in the broad synthetic
biology lexicon, e.g., designs involving micro-RNA or protein−
protein interactions. As we make Pigeon available to the wider
community, we plan to extend its vocabulary with continual
feedback and contributions from the community. We will
accept proposals for new commands, glyphs, relationships, and
layout through Pigeon the Web page and consider incorporating
them into new versions of Pigeon while preserving executability
of user programs written for earlier versions.
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Table 1. Pigeon Programs for Producing the Design
Visualizations in Figure 1a

(A)

program ⟨command⟩ ⟨label⟩
⟨color⟩ [nl] description of glyph produced

<t t inverted black T labeled “t”
<c c2 2 dark blue left-pointing pentagon labeled

“c2”
<r r1 1 light blue bottom semicircle labeled “r1”
<p p1 6 red inverted right-turn arrow labled “p1”
p p2 2 dark blue right-turn arrow labled “p2”
c c1 6 red right-pointing pentagon labeled “c1”
t t black T labeled “t”

⟨c label⟩ ind or rep ⟨p label⟩ Arcs drawn
# Arcs Arc specification start (mandatory

marker)
c1 rep p1 from any c1 to any p1, draw a barred arc
c2 rep p2 from any c2 to any p2, draw a barred arc
y rep c1-p1 from label y to any c1-p1 arc, draw a

barred arc
x rep c2-p2 from label x to any c2-p2 arc, draw a

barred arc
(B) (C)

p p 13 nl p p2 2
r r 13 nl p p6 6
c tetR 13 r r 7 nl
t t 13 nl c c7 7
p P_LtetO 2 t
>FRT_f 2 p pA
<p pBAD 6 r r 2 nl
r r 1 nl c c2 2
c flp_e 2 t
d ssrA 12 p pA
t p pB
<FRT_r 2 r r 5 nl
>loxP_f 6 c c5 5
<p P_A1lacO 4 t
r r 5 nl p pB
c cre 6 r r 6 nl
d ssrA 12 c c6 6
t t
<loxP_r 6 p p7 7
r r 3 nl p p5 5
c gfp 4 r r 4 nl
t c gfp 4
# Arcs t
tetR rep P_LtetO # Arcs
aTc rep tetR-P_LtetO c2 rep p2
Ara ind pBAD c5 rep p5
IPTG ind P_A1lacO c6 rep p6

c7 rep p7
A ind pA
B ind pB

aAn explanation is provided for the first program.
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